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Core Course-ChemistrY

i 
cH 3B 

'5-PHYSICAL 
.HEMISTRY-I 

Maximum : B0 weightageTime: Three Hours r\

I. Answer allthetwelvequestions. Each question carries a weightage %. This section contains multiple

choice, frll in the blanks ar.ldone u;ord answer questions :

1 At a particular temperature, the RMS velocity of COr is comparable with :

(a) NzO. (b) CsHe.

' (c) CO. (d) Both NrO and CrHr'

2 The deviation of a gas from ideal behaviour is maximum 'at :

(a) High pressure and high temperature'

(b) Low pressure and low temperature'

l:] 
High pressure and low temperature.

(d) Low pressure and high temperature'

t *'i; 
T::l"""race 

tension is : 
(b) rm-l.

(c) Nm-2. (d) Nm.

4 The value of a H at any temperature is equal to the value of a E, for the reaction :

(a) 2C (s) + O, G) -+ 2 CO (g).

(b) Hr(s) + I, (g) 
=+ 

2 HI (g)'

(c) rcl! G)+ rC\ G) + Cl, (s).

(d) N2 G) + 3 H, G) i+ z NHr (e).

5Thevalueofequilibriumconstantofareactionisindependentof:

[] ;::;:::il:T.ffi::"*.
(c) The direction from which the equilibrium is attained.

(d) AII these.
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2 
Dg25846 A positive varue for Joure Thomson coefficient of a gas showsexpansion 'c59D D'uwS

7 The condition for reversibility coincides with the condition for .-.--.-.8 
:[J"* "t T 

fugacitv of a gas in anv state to that in a reference state is
9 Ferrnions are particles that obey _.

10 
:;];Tt""t "o"tlibrium in which, the substances are in different physicar state is

11 
;t:It:u".of 

degeneracv of a particular energy revel is expressed in terms

IZ Give the relation between Kp and Kx of a reaction.

weightage of 1: 
(12 xr/q = 3 weightage)

13 write the Maxwell-Boltzmann equation ro, trr" distribution of morecurar verocities andxplain the terms.

L4 calculate the most probabre velocity of o, morecure at g00 K.15 What is optical exaltation ?

16 Define parachor.

L7 Distinguish between extensive and intensive properties.
18 write any two rimitations of the first law of thermodynamics.
19 'Decrease in Gibb's free energy is a measure of-the work otherexpansion, : Illustrate

What is meant by residual entropy ?
The equilibrium constant for the reaction CO(g) + HrO(g) 

=: COr(g) + Hr(g) is I x 10s at298 K. Calculate the value of a 6..

uI' Answer any fiuequestions. Each question carries a weightage of2 : 
(9 x I = 9 weightage)

22 Deduce the virial equation of state from van der waals, equation.
23 calculate the molar refraction of crHuoH for which the refractive index is r.86rr anddensity is 0.7g9 g cm-s.

24 Derive any twoof the Maxwell,s relations.

than that due to
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25 Calculate the entropy of mixing of one mole of oxygen and two moles of hydrogdn, assuming

no chemical change.

26 Derive the relation between entropy and probability.

2T Calculate the translational partition function of a molecule of O, gas at 1 atm and 298 K,

moving in a vessel of volume 24.4 dm|. Given the value of 'm' as 5.3 " l0-26kg.

28 Explain the effect of temperature and pressure in the following equilibria, using

Le-Chatelier's PrinciPle.

' (i) A(g) + B(g) + C(g) : AH = xI(I and

(ii) N26)+'3HrG) -+ 2NHr(g): aH =-92KJ'
(S x-2 = 10 weightage)

IV. Answer any two questions. Each question carries a weightage of 4:

29 (i) What is mean free path of a gas ? How is it related to the coeffrcielrt of viscosity of the

gas ?

(ii) Explain the limiting density method for the determination of molecular mass of a

gas'

B0 (i) Discuss the different steps involved in the working of Carnot cycle and clerive an

equation for the efficiency of a Carnot engine'

(ii) The vapour pressure of a liquid increased from 630 mm to 760 mm. when the

temperature increased from 368 K to 373 K. Calculate the molar enthalpy of

vapourisation of the liquid in this temperature range'

31 (i) Write brieflY on :

(a) Partiiion function ; and

(b) Statisticalweightfactor.

(ii) Derive an equation to show the dependence of equilibrium constant on temperature.

(2x4=8weightage)
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